Science + Knowledge
Facts for your success:

12 x 50' HD
Top-of-the-line documentary series on boundary-busting science
Thematic variety addresses broad audiences
Made by top production companies like Darlow Smithson and KGI

isionaries, dreamers, tinkerers – modernday science has room for everyone, and
today even the unlikeliest projects will

search for a planet similar to our own.

find their supporters. Theories that would

Disasters of various kinds are examined

have been rejected as unserious just a few years ago

in the light of recent technological advances, such as in the

are now being developed with passion and utter com-

episode “Man-Made Disasters,” which asks if we ourselves

mitment by men and women who are convinced that

are not responsible for many of the so-called “natural catas-

science is the key that will unlock the ultimate

trophes” that befall us. “Alien Fireballs” represent genuine,

secrets of our world. Many of their discoveries are tak-

non man-made threats – but also bear precious testimony

ing us beyond the boundaries of traditional scientific

to the origins of our solar system. “Ultimate Science” also

research. Documenting their findings is the goal of

features historical programs on fascinating discoveries

“Ultimate Science.”

such as the “Star Clock B.C.,” a box found at the bottom of
the Aegean and containing a mechanism whose secret took

The “Ultimate Science” filmmakers travel the world in

100 years to unlock. Humor is also not lacking, as we can

search of brilliant minds working on often mind-blowing

see in “Make Me Superhuman,” which shows how human

projects. In “City under the Sea,” for example, plans are

power can be greatly enhanced by “exoskeletons,” and in

being made for an undersea colony off the coast of Florida.

“Shackleton’s Whisky,” which tells the story of the great ex-

We leave the depths of the sea for outer space in “Finding

plorer’s most successful expedition to Antarctica – and of

that details the

the whisky he left behind...
Each episode of “Ultimate Science” has been comprehensively researched by renowned specialists and produced
with eloquent graphs and CGIs, expert commentaries
and a compelling selection of historical and specially
produced footage.

Factual Series
Produced by: KPI, Lone Wolf Documentary Group, Darlow Smithson Productions,
Talkback Thames Productions, TV6 Ltd and
others for : National Geographic Channels
Producers & Directors: Ted Poole, Ryan
Miller, Kirk Wolfinger, Jo Locke, Mike Slee,
Martin O’Collins and others
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the Next Earth,” an episode

